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Abstract—The continuous innovation and progression in hard-
ware, software and communication technologies helped the expan-
sion and accelerated growth in Internet of Things based drone
networks (IoD), for the devices, applications and people to com-
municate and share data. IoD can enhance comfort in many ap-
plications including, daily life, commercial, and military/rescue
operations in smart cities. However, this growth in infrastructure
smartness is also subject to new security threats and the counter-
measures require new customized solutions for IoD. Many schemes
to secure IoD environments are proposed recently; however, some
of those were proved as insecure and some degrades the efficiency.
In this article, using elliptic curve cryptography, we proposed a
new authentication scheme to secure the communication between
a user and a drone flying in some specific flying zone. The security
of the proposed scheme is solicited using formal Random oracle
method along with a brief discussion on security aspects provided
by proposed scheme. Finally, the comparisons with some related
and latest schemes is illustrated.

Index Terms—Authentication, drone capture attack, Internet of
Drones (IoD), Internet of Things (IoT) security, key-agreement,
provable security, smart city security, three-factor authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE development and innovation in information and
telecommunication, hardware, and software have played

a vital role in the expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT) with
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the number of connected devices growing by the day [1]–[3].
The exceptional unprecedented propagation of the IoT devices,
such as smartphones, medical sensors, fitness trackers, and
smart security system, has empowered people to share infor-
mation [4]–[7] endlessly. Now, the city users can be benefited
by endless connectivity extended by the proposed generation
of networks including 6G/IoT. The explosion of devices and
smartness of infrastructure along with population increase may
effect the daily life of the citizens, especially in large cities. In aid
to traditional ways of surveillance, the Drones with surveillance
capabilities can enhance the quality of life and can be very
helpful in reducing crime rate. Moreover, such drones can be
deployed in inaccessible places or places with hard access like:
fire sites, mountain peaks, etc.

A drone is an unpiloted aircraft or spacecraft, also known
as an “unmanned aerial vehicle,” or UAV. Internet of drones
(IoD) is an extension of IoT, where things are specified by
drones and that, also, in 3-D environments, the rest of the IoD
domain properties are the same as of IoT. IoT are static, while
drones can move dynamically toward the IoT devices and gather
information, initiate a real-time connection, process the data, and
send information through the group of nodes. A drone has more
computation processing power as compared to IoT, which has
less power. Some security risks exist, such as spoofing/sniffing,
key logging, information gathering, and signal jamming and
many more attacks, which equally influence in case of an IoD
or IoT. IoD is envisioned to become an indispensable milestone
in the development of drones [8]. In the IoD access control,
data, confidentiality and data sharing are challenges that IoD
face. IoD is potentially prone to attacks, such as impersonation,
drone capture, man-in-the-middle, replay, insider attacks, and
broadcasting issues. Drones can be captured/stolen physically,
and the secret data in the memory of the drone can be ex-
posed. Resilience against physical capture is very important
for smooth functioning of an IoD network. Security threats
and vulnerabilities can result to an attack on confidentiality,
integrity, authenticity, and availability of IoD. Collection of
data of different regions, securely and efficiently sharing this
collected data that only authorized entities have access to the
data, remains an ongoing challenge. Gharibi et al. [9] described
IoD as a “layered network control architecture” which supports
drones for coordination. In the IoD environment, many drones
consolidate and create a network while transmitting and receiv-
ing data from each other. The drones gather environment-related
information including the surveillance, and the data are further
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Fig. 1. IoD environment monitoring system.

transmitted to users through ground station/server. The real-time
drone data are very useful for environment relating monitoring.
Drone tracking can also be used for wicked intentions too. A de-
ceitful attacker (insider or otherwise) with malevolent intentions
can trace the location-related whereabouts of the drones with
to disrupt consequential services, escaping from surveillance
and apprehending drones themselves. As shown in Fig. 1, the
legal user can access the remote drone through the internet.
A number of methods to access the smart devices in the IoT
environment are proposed in the recent past and most of these
recent schemes are based on three factors (smart card, password,
biometric) [10]–[13] due to their enhanced security. Recently,
Turkanović et al. [14] proposed a lightweight key-agreement
scheme to remote user to securely share a session key with a
sensor node and to provide mutual authentication between user,
sensor node, and the gateway node. However, Banerjee et al. [15]
proved that scheme proposed in [14] is prone to sensor node
capture attack, denial-of-services (DoS) attack, insecure login
phase and related attacks. Baneerjee et al. then proposed an
enhanced scheme to overcome these flaws. Farash et al. [16]
also proved that the scheme of Turkanović et al. has weaknesses
against some cryptographic attacks. Farash et al. then proposed
an improved scheme to secure 3 party setting usable in wireless
sensor networks. In 2017, Challa et al. [17] also proposed a
signature based authentication scheme for three party settings
in IoT environments. In 2018, Challa et al. [18] yet proposed
another scheme to secure three party settings in cloud based
IoT environments. However, Chaudhry et al. [19] argued the
correctness and in-applicability of their both schemes [17], [18]
in real-world scenarios. Another scheme to protect industrial
IoT in three party settings was proposed by Das et al. [20] in
2018. However, in their comment, Hussain and Chaudhry [21]
stated some crucial weaknesses in the scheme of Das et al. Won
et al. [22] proposed schemes to secure drones in one to one, one
to many and many to one settings using certificate-less cryp-
tography. Another scheme using only symmetric cryptography
operations was proposed by Srinivas et al. [23], due to usage

of verifier in the scheme [23] and using generic parameters
for pseudoidentity of the user, their scheme lacks anonymity
and susceptible to stolen verifier attack [24]. In 2019, Wazid
et al. [25] proposed a new mechanism for securing IoD commu-
nication and claimed that their protocol is secure and withstands
the known attacks. However, similar to Srinivas et al.’s scheme,
Wazid et al.’s scheme lacks anonymity and susceptible to stolen
verifier attack. At last, in Table I, a summary of the schemes
and their properties including limitations/drawbacks of previous
user authentication schemes related to the IoD environment is
presented.

A. Motivations and Contributions

The secure and uninterrupted user access to specified drones
can realize a large number of applications from commercial
to government and military purposes. Deployment of drones
for such applications is otherwise considered as risky due to
sensitive nature of applications and inherited insecurities of the
public channel including: real-time data modification, clogging,
replay, jamming, etc. Although, in recent past some security
schemes were proposed for IoD; however, many such schemes
were proved insecure or inapplicable, as shown in Table I, the
insecurities of exiting works are already explored in literature.
Therefore, an authentication scheme, which can ensure security
as well as privacy is the need of time. The contributions of this
article are as follows.

1) Using ECC and symmetric key primitives, we proposed
an authentication scheme to secure user-drone communi-
cation. The scheme based on password, biometrics, and
mobile device is designed.

2) The security of the proposed scheme is analyzed formally
using random oracle model (ROM) supplemented by a
brief discussion on security features.

3) As per the analysis, proposed scheme can resist the known
attacks and provides a very good tradeoff between security
and efficiency.

B. Outline

Rest of the article is organized as follows. The notation guide
is given in Table II. The system model is briefly explained in Sec-
tion I-C. The attack model is given in Section I-D; the proposed
scheme is solicited in Section II; while formal and informal
security analysis of our proposal is discussed in Section III.
Communication and computation costs based comparative anal-
ysis is performed in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this
article.

C. System Model

The system model is shown in Fig. 1, which involves four
types of entities including 1-drones deployed in some target
flying zones. A cluster of drones are deployed in some specified
flying zone, here, we consider the Garibi et al.’s [9] proposed sys-
tem model. The drones and users first get register with the server,
which is an entity inside the control room and is responsible for
the registration. The drones are deployed in different zones to
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF LIMITATIONS/DRAWBACKS OF PREVIOUS USER AUTHENTICATION SCHEMES IN IOD ENVIRONMENT

TABLE II
NOTATION GUIDE

monitor/sense the field and send sensed data to the server. A
registered user can also ask data from the drones sensing in a
specific flying zone. Like, the rescuers may want to acquire areal
data of a disaster site, the law enforcers may require surveil-
lance information of a specific flying zone and the ambulance
driver/traveler may require the data of the traffic congestion in a
specific zone, etc., he connects to a drone deployed in a specific
area via GSS. The GSS acts as an intermediary agent for the
sharing of session keys among the user and the drones. Before
sharing a session key both entities (user and drone) authenticate
each other.

D. Adversarial Model

We have adopted the common attack model [29]–[32], with
a strong adversary A as mentioned in the eCK adversary
model [33], which has the following capabilities.

1) A controls the public communication link and is con-
sidered to be adept enough to interrupt, replay, alter,
eliminate, or send a new fake/forged message.

2) A can expose the engraved information using power
analysis or leaked data from a mobile device/smart
card [29], [32].

3) A may be a distrustful user or an outsider.
4) The identities of system entities are publicly available.
5) Under the eCK model,A can try to launch key compromise

attack.

6) The private key of the GSS/server is assumed to be secure
and no attacker is considered as powerful enough to know
the GSS/server’s private key.

II. PROPOSED SCHEME

This section presents our Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
based scheme, designed mainly to provide a secure user access
to the drone on a public channel. The phases of the proposed
scheme are explained in following subsections.

A. Setup Phase

For setting up the system, the GSS (S) selects Ep(α, β)
(elliptic curve) over finite field Z∗

p, and a base point P over
Ep(α, β), where n = ∞. S then picks k (secret master key)
along with a one-way hash h(.) and computes Ppub = k.P as
public key of itself. S further selects probabilistic generation
function Gen(.), which takes users BIOi as input, and returns
biometric key σi ∈ {0, 1}l of length l and a public parameter
τi, another function Rep(.) is also selected by S , which takes
τi as an input and provides hamming distance d(σ′

i,BIOi)
≤ t, where t is number of tolerated errors. Rep(.) function
outputs the original biometric key σi = Rep(BIO′

i, τi). Finally,
{Ep(α, β), P, h(.), Ppub,Gen(.),Rep(.), t} are announced pub-
licly and k is kept secret by the S .

B. Predeployment Phase

In this phase, S registers all the drones in offline mode before
deployment in the IoD field. For predeployment purposes, S
picks a unique identity IDDRj : {j = 1, 2, . . ., n} for each
drone and computes corresponding pseudoidentity for drone as
RIDDRj = h(IDDRj ||k). Finally, S stores {IDDRj ,RIDDRj}
in the memory of drone and deploys every registered drone in
the field and stores the parameters {IDDRj} in its own database.

C. User Registration Phase

This phase is invoked by Ui (an unregistered user), to
get registered with S for gaining postregistration real-time
surveillance information from desired drone DRj in the IoD
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Fig. 2. Proposed login/authentication phase.

environment. For registration, Ui selects IDi, generates r0 ran-
domly, computes pseudoidentity RIDi = h(IDi||r0) for Ui,
and sends RIDi to S through private/secure channel. After
receiving the message, GSS S computes Ri = h(RIDi||k) and
sends the reply containing Ri to to Ui through secure channel.
After receiving the registration reply from GSS, Ui chooses
PWDi and inputs his BIOi into mobile device MDi which
compute Gen(BIOi) = (σi, τi), Ai = h(IDi||PWDi||σi), R′

i =
Ri ⊕ h(PWDi||σi), RID′

i=RIDi ⊕ h(IDi||σi). In the final step,
Ui saves {Ai, R

′
i, τi,Gen(.),Rep(.), h(.)} into MDi memory.

D. Login and Authentication

A registered user Ui invokes this procedure to get authenti-
cated and share a secret/shared key with a deployed drone DRj

through S , when he wants to acquire real-time surveillance data
or otherwise. For successful accomplishment of this phase, the
steps as illustrated in Fig. 2 and explained below are executed
between Ui, S , and DRj .

PL 1: Ui enters IDi, PWD′
i and BIO′

i into mobile
device and computes σi = Rep(BIO′

i, τi), A′
i =

h(ID′
i||PWD′

i||σ′
i), checks Ai

?
= A′

i and upon suc-
cess, chooses random numbers r1, r2 ∈ Z∗

p. Ui further
computes Mi = r1.P and Ni = r1.Ppub = (Nx

i , N
y
i ).

Then, Ui computes Ri = R′
i ⊕ h(PWDi||σi), RIDi =

RID′
i ⊕ h(IDi||σi), G = h(Ri||Tu), Ei = G⊕Nx

i ,
r′2 = r2 ⊕Nx

i , RID′
i = RIDi ⊕Nx

i and ID′
DRj

=
IDDRj

⊕Nx
i . Ui now sends login request mes-

sage Msg1 = {Ei,RID′
i, ID′

DRj
, r′2,Mi, Tu} to GSS

through public channel.

PL 2: On receiving, S verifies the time freshness | Tu −
Tc |< �T , on success, A computes NS = Mi.k =
(Nx

s , N
y
s ), G = Ei ⊕Nx

s , r2 = r′2 ⊕Nx
s , IDDRj =

ID′
DRj ⊕Ny

i , RIDi = RID′
i ⊕Nx

s and verifies G
?
=

h(h(RIDi||k)||Tu), on success user is considered
as authenticated else session is aborted immedi-
ately. S picks Ts and verifies that IDDRj exist
in the GSS database and on existence of IDDRj ,
the S computes RIDDRj = h(IDDRj ||k), V =
h(RIDi||r2||IDDRj ||Tu), V ′ = RIDDRj ⊕ V , W =
h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts), W ′ = RIDDRj ⊕W , PIDi =
h(Ns||RIDi), PIDDRj = h(RIDDRj

||Ts||IDDRj). S
sends Msg2 = PIDi,PIDDRj ,W, V ′, Ts} to Drone
DRj through open channel.

PL 3: DRj on reception, first checks time-freshness
(|T2 − T ∗

2 | � �T ) and on success, DRj checks if

PIDDRj
?
= h(RIDDRj

||Ts||IDDRj), and on success
computes V = RIDDRj ⊕ V ′. DRj further checks

if W ′ ⊕ RIDDRj
?
= h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts), on success

picks TDR and computes session key SKDRj =
h(V ||IDDRj ||h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts)||TDR), Y = V ⊕
h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts), Z = h(SKDRj

||IDDRj ||TDR)
and sends Msg3 = {PIDi, Y, Z, Ts, TDR} to Ui

directly.
PL 4: Ui after receiving the authentication reply, first

checks time-freshness | TDR − Tc| < �T?, upon

success checks PIDi
?
= h(Ni||RIDi); and on suc-

cess, Ui computes L = h(RIDi||r2||IDDRj ||Tu),
h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts) = L⊕ Y , SKUi = h(L||IDDRj ||
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h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts)||TDR) and finally check Z
?
=

h(SKUi||IDDRj ||TDR) if so then User Ui and Drone
DRj saves the session key SKUi = SKDRj for future
secure communication.

E. Biometric and Password Update Phase

This phase executes without intervention of GSS and the
user can change his password and biometrics locally on
his mobile device MDi. For execution of this step, Ui en-
ters IDi, PWDold

i and BIOold
i . Mobile device MDi com-

putes σold
i = Rep(BIOold

i ||τ old
i ) and checks whether Aold

i
?
=

h(IDi||PWDold
i ||σold

i ). On success, MDi prompts to enter new
biometric BIOnew

i and password PWDnew
i . Ui enters new cre-

dentials PWDnew
i and BIOnew

i , MDi computes Gen(BIOnew
i ) =

(σnew
i , τ new

i ), Anew
i = h(IDi||PWDnew

i ||σnew
i ) and Rnew

i =
Rold

i ⊕ h(PWDold
i ||σold

i )⊕ h(PWDnew
i ||σnew

i ). Mobile device
finally replaces {Aold

i , Rold
i , τ old

i } with {Anew
i , Rnew

i , τ new
i } in its

memory.

F. Drone Addition Phase

Adding drone dynamically in an existing network is very
similar to drone predeployment phase, where S picks a unique
identity IDnew

DRj for the new drone. S computes corresponding
pseudoidentity RIDnew

DRj = h(IDnew
DRj ||k), where k is the secret

key of GSS.S stores {IDnew
DRj ,RIDnew

DRj} in the memory of drone
and deploys it in the field, S then stores {IDnew

DRj} in its own
database.

III. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The formal provable security analysis is solicited here. For the
purpose of security analysis, we consider the widely accepted
adversarial model briefed in Section I-D. Following sections
provide evidences of the robustness of the proposed scheme,
while combating several attacks.

A. Security Model

In this article, we followed the security model utilized in [34]
and [35] to prove the robustness of proposed scheme new
authentication and key agreement scheme (NAKAS) formally
under RoM model [36]. Under the ROM model, an adversary
A connects with Et, the tth instance of an executing entities
(e.g., in NAKAS it can be a legitimate user Ui, the GSS or a
drone DRj). The attacker A can send various queries and the
challenger C responds accordingly, as mentioned in Table III.

The A can guess the value of flipped coin c′ during query
Test. A breakes the security of NAKAS scheme π, if c′ = c.
Now, let the event Eac is the event about correct guessing of
coin c. The advantage of A can be denoted as AdvAKA

NAKAS(A) =
|2Pr[Eac]− 1|. Following are some definitions.

Definition 1: (AKAUi
Dj − Secure): The proposed NAKAS

protocol π is AKAUi
Dj − Secure if AdvAKA

NAKAS(A) is negligible.
The proposed NAKAS protocol provides mutual authentica-

tion (MA-Secure) between a user and drone through mediation

TABLE III
QUERIES AND THEIR ANSWERS

of GSS provided if A cannot generate any of the: 1© legit-
imate request message Msg1 by user, 2© mediated message
Msg2 by GSS, and 3© response message Msg3 by drone. Let
EUS , ESD, and EDU represent events that A can generate
message 1©, 2©, and 3©, respectively. A’s advantage to break
MA of NAKAS can be defined as AdvMA

NAKAS(A) = Pr[EUS ] +
Pr[ESD] + Pr[EDU ].

Definition 2: (MAUi
Dj − Secure): The proposed NAKAS pro-

tocol π is MAUi
Dj − Secure if AdvMA

NAKAS(A) is negligible.

B. Provable Security

This section proves the security of proposed NAKAS protocol
under the security model described in above-mentioned section.

Theorem 1: The proposed NAKAS protocol achieves mutual
authentication.

Proof: The attacker A can consider to run the query

Send(Ui,Msg1) and if the challenger C gets verify G
?
=

h(h(RIDi||k)||Tu), then Msg1 is legitimate, where Msg1 =
〈Ei,RID′

i, ID′
DRj

, r′2,Mi, Tu〉. C using private key k can verify
validity and freshness of Msg1. C can acquire a record from
the maintained list Lh with the probability 1/qh. So, A can
forge Msg1 and the probability of this event is Pr[EUS ] =
1/qh. Likewise, The attacker A can consider to run the
query Send(S,Msg2) and if the challenger C gets verify 1©
PIDDRj

?
= h(RIDDRj

||Ts||IDDRj), 2© h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts)
?
=

W ′ ⊕ RIDDRj , and 3© PIDi
?
= h(Ni||RIDi), then Msg2 is le-

gitimate, where Msg2 = 〈PIDi, PIDDRj
, V ′, W ′, Ts〉. C can

acquire a record from the maintained listLh with the probability
1/qh. If two legal messages 〈PIDi, PIDDRj

, V ′, W ′, Ts〉
and 〈PIDi, PIDDRj

, V ′, W ′, Ts〉 are generated then C can
compute (r1 − r1).Ppub. Therefore, the probability of this event
isPr[ESD] = 1/p.q2h. So,A can forgeMsg2 and the probability
is 1/p.q2h. As last resort, A can consider to run the query

Send(D,Msg3) and if the challenger C gets verify 1© PIDi
?
=

h(Ni||RIDi), and 2©Z
?
= h(SKUi||IDDRj ||TDR), thenMsg3 is

legitimate, where Msg3 = 〈PIDi, Y, Z, , Ts TDR〉. If two legal
messages 〈PIDi, Y, Z, Ts TDR〉 and 〈PIDi, Y, Z, Ts TDR〉 are
generated then C can compute (r1 − r1).Ppub with probability
1/p; moreover C can acquire a record from the maintained list
Lh with the probability 1/qh. Therefore, the probability of this
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event is Pr[EDU ] = 1/qh. So, A can forge Msg3 and the prob-
ability is 1/p.qh. Therefore, we can deduce that AdvAKA

NAKAS(A)
is negligible.

Theorem 2: The proposed NAKAS protocol is semantically
secure if DLP over ECC is hard.

Proof: On querying Test, C can get non-negligible advantage
ε to get the right session key (sk), this event is denoted by Esk.
The probability for A to guess c in Test session is ≥ 1/2, so it
leads to Pr[Esk ≥ ε/2. Now, let EU

Test and EDr
Test represent the

events that Ui and DRj are queried through Test. We have the
following:

ε/2 ≤ Pr[Esk] (1)

= Pr[Esk ∧ EU
Test] + Pr[Esk ∧ ED

Test ∧ EUS ]+

Pr[Esk ∧ ED
Test ∧ ¬EUS ]

Pr[Esk ∧ EU
Test] + Pr[Esk ∧ ED

Test ∧ ¬EUS ] ≤
ε/2− Pr[EUS ]. (2)

Since Pr[ED
Test ∧ ¬EUS = EU

Test, therefore

Pr[sk = h(L||IDDRj ||h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts)||TDR)] ≥
ε/4− Pr[EUS ]/2. (3)

1) User Impersonation Attack: Let A tries to impersonate
as Ui toward S . A has to generate a valid request message
MA

sg1 = {EA
i ,RIDA

i , ID ∗ ′A
DRj

, rA2 ,M
A
i , TA

u } on behalf of Ui.
A needs to compute all mentioned parameters in MA

sg1. A
can generate its own timestamp TA

u , selects its own random
number rA1 and computes MA

i = rA1 .P , NA
i = rA1 .Ppub. How-

ever, as per Theorem 1, without having the secret parameters
{Ri, IDi,PWDi, r1, r2, σi},A cannot successfully construct the

login message Msg1, which can pass G
?
= h(h(RIDi||k)||Tu)

from the challenger with non-negligible advantage. So, as a
result UA cannot impersonate as a legal user Ui.

2) GSS Impersonation Attack: A may try to impersonate as
a GSS S toward the drone DRj . To do this A constructs a
message MA

sg2 = {PIDA
i , PIDA

DRj
, V A, WA, TA

s } by gen-
erating its own current timestamp TA

s . However, as per the-
orem 1, A cannot successfully construct the login message

Msg2 which can pass 1© PIDDRj

?
= h(RIDDRj

||Ts||IDDRj),

2© h(RIDDRj ||V ||Ts)
?
= W ′ ⊕ RIDDRj , and 3© PIDi

?
=

h(Ni||RIDi) tests from the challenger C, with non-negligible
advantage. Therefore, A cannot impersonate as a GSS.

3) Drone Impersonation Attack: A may try to imperson-
ate as DRj and tries to constructs a message MA

sg3 =

{PIDA
i , Y A, ZA, TA

DR, T
A
s } by generating its own current

timestamp TA
DR and sending this message to Ui. A has to

construct Msg3, which can pass 1© PIDi
?
= h(Ni||RIDi), and

2© Z
?
= h(SKUi||IDDRj ||TDR) tests from C. However, as per

Theorem 1,A cannot pass 1© and 2© from C with non-negligible
advantage. Therefore, A cannot impersonate as a remote drone
toward Ui.

4) Anonymity and Untraceability: A cannot trace the user,
because for each session new random numbers and current

timestamps are generated, which leads to distinct messages
Msg1,Msg2,Msg3 for each session. Moreover, the pseudo or
real identities of user and drone are never shared openly.
And pseudorandom-identities are used by both user and drone
(PIDi,PIDj) to communicate with each other and are discarded
after each session. So the scheme provides both the anonymity
and untraceability properties.

5) DoS Attack: In the proposed scheme user is logged-in
locally by checking the condition Ai = A′

i (step Plog 1 in

Section II-D) or Aold
i

?
= Ai (in Section II-E) in the updation of

user credentials including: password and biometrics. The login
request of Ui is sent S only after successful verification, addi-
tionally both the biometric and password update completes in
offline manner. As per Theorems 1–3, no adversary can generate
any of theMsg1,Msg2, andMsg3 with non-negligible advantage
Hence, the proposed scheme protects from DoS attack.

6) Offline Password Guessing Attack: Let Ui be a registered
user of the system and his smart device was stolen by a deceitful
insider or outsiderUA. The adversaryUA can extract the sensitive
information {Ai, R

′
i,RID′

i, τi,Gen(.),Rep(.), h(.), t} out of the
mobile device through power analysis [32]. However,UA cannot
drive the secret credentials Ai = h(IDi||PWDi||σi) due to the
biometric key. Furthermore, due to hash function’s one-way
property UA cannot extract password and identity simultane-
ously.

7) Password Change Attack: An attackerUA using the stolen
mobile device may try to change password of the original
user Ui and for this UA can extract the sensitive informa-
tion {Ai, R

′
i, τi,Gen(.),Rep(.), h(.), t} from the mobile-device

through power analysis [32]. However, UA cannot change the
password because Ui needs to authenticate himself from the
mobile device, and for that UA requires IDi,PWDi, and BIOi

of user Ui. Therefore, without the knowledge of valid creden-
tials UA cannot authenticate him/her self. Hence, the proposed
scheme is secure against password change attack.

8) Stolen Mobile Device Attack: As described in Section III-
B6 that if UA steals the mobile device, yet he cannot extract any
sensitive information. Hence, the proposed scheme is secure
against stolen mobile device attack.

IV. SECURITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we perform the security and performance
comparisons of the proposed and related schemes [14], [17],
[23], [25]–[27].

A. Security Requirements

Table IV provides an overview of the security features in-
herent in the proposed scheme and related schemes presented
in [14], [17], [23], and [25]–[27]. Referring Table IV, all related
compared schemes [14], [17], [23], [25]–[27] are prone to vari-
ous attacks like the scheme proposed by Turkanović et al. [14]
and Wazid et al.’s [25] are prone to privileged-insider attack,
Challa et al.’s [17] scheme lacks key-management phase and
Srinivas et al.’s [23] scheme is prone to user impersonation
attack, the scheme of Bera et al. [26] does not provide anonymity
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES

Note: SReq1: User anonymity; SReq2: Privileged-insider attack; SReq3: Password
guessing attack; SReq4: Stolen mobile device or smart card attack; SReq5: De-
nial of service attack; SReq6: User Impersonation attack; SReq7: Replay attack;
SReq8: Man-in-the middle attack; SReq9: Mutual authentication; SReq10: Session
key agreement; SReq11: Untraceability; SReq12: Drone capture attack; SReq13:
Password update phase; SReq14: Drone/sensing device capture attack; SReq15:
Biometric update phase; SReq16: Key management phase; SReq17: Formal security
verification; SReq18: GSS impersonation attack; SReq19: Session key Security. �:
Security feature Provision, ×: Nonprovision of security feature, −: N/A.

TABLE V
COMMUNICATION COST ANALYSIS

due to transmission of same certificate in each authentication
message and the scheme of Ever [27] is proposed without
any formal security validation; whereas, the scheme of Wazid
et al. [25] is vulnerable to traceability as well as stolen veri-
fier based impersonation attacks. Moreover, in Wazid et al.’s
scheme, the broadcasting of messages by GSS to drones may
create battery drain issues in drones. A list of complete security
requirements are listed in Table IV against schemes, which are
already developed [14], [17], [23], [25]–[27].

B. Communication Cost Analysis

The comparison of the proposed and schemes proposed
in [14], [17], [23], and [25]–[26] with respect to the bits ex-
changed is solicited in Table V. For comparison purposes and to
keep simplicity, user identities are considered as 128 b, identity
of each drone is considered as 16 b, the random numbers and
timestamps are taken as 128 and 32 bits long, the employed
hash SHA− 1 is having 160 b digest; whereas, the size of ECC
point is fixed at 320 b to keep comparable security level with
RSA 1024 b. The communication cost of the proposed scheme is
slightly higher than the schemes of Srinivas et al., Wazid et al.,
Bera et al., and Ever et al.; whereas, the proposed scheme has
less communication overhead as compared with the schemes of

TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION COSTS

RT(ms): Approximate Running time in milliseconds.

challa et al. and Turkanović et al. However, the proposed scheme
is more secure than the all rest of the schemes as proved earlier.

C. Computation Cost Analysis

This section briefs the comparative computation cost analysis
of our scheme and related schemes [14], [17], [23], [25]–[27].
For measuring the computation time and cost, we set up a
real-time environment, where we conduct an experiment using
MIRACL Library, over Smartphone: Xiaomi Redmi Note 8,
with 4 GB RAM and Octa-core Max 2.01 GHz processor, the
underlying android version is 9 and MIUI version is 11.0.7,
the smartphone represents a user/mobile device. For GSS, we
used HP EliteBook 8460P with Intel Core i7-2620 M 2.7 GHz
Processor and 4 GB RAM over Ubuntu 16.0 LTS operating
system. Likewise, we used Pi3 B+ with Cortex-A53(ARMv8)
64-bit SoC @ 1.4 GHz processor, 1 GB LPDDR2 SDRAM
RAM to replicate a drone. The simulation results on each device
are given is Table VI; moreover, using the analogy of [25], we
consider Tf ≈ Te, where Tf is the running time of executing
a fuzzy extractor. The running time of the proposed and re-
lated schemes [14], [17], [23], [25]–[27] are illustrated in Ta-
ble VII. The proposed scheme completes one cycle of authenti-
cation with cost 3Te + 21Th + 2Tr + 1Tf and in approximately
20.432 ms. The proposed scheme achieves much better perfor-
mance as compared with the schemes of Challa et al.[17], Bera
et al.[26], and Ever [27], whereas it incurs more computation
cost when compared with other related schemes [14], [23], [25]
but the proposed scheme is more secure than the rest of the
schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

Drones are having large application area, and can be deployed
even on remote sites with difficult or no human access. However,
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due to underlying public insecure channel drones are subject
to various insecurities including the modification, replay, and
impersonation attacks along with privacy concerns. To realize
the advantages, securing the drone environment is of vital impor-
tance. In recent past, several methods were proposed; however,
many such methods were proved either insecure or inapplicable
in drone environments. In this article, we proposed an ECC and
symmetric key primitives based authentication method to se-
cure communication between drone and user using three-factor
including user’s mobile device, password, and biometrics. We
proved the security of the proposed scheme formally through
ROM as well as informally. The comparative analysis depicts
that the proposed scheme performs better in security and has a
better tradeoff between security and efficiency for the drones.
Hence, the proposed scheme is best suitable for gaining surveil-
lance or otherwise data securely through drones network in smart
cities.
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